
Textbook summaries 
 
Week 1: Chapter 1 pages 9-11: Science, History and Psychology 
 

• Lato: philosophy and science begin with wonder and thus all sciences begin 
with philosophy 

• Psychology last to separate from philosophy in 19th century 
• Psyche logos – the study of the soul/mind 
• Epistemology: how we know the world, concerns sensation, perception, 

memory and thinking 
• Practical ethics: concerns human nature, are people good or bad? 
• Biology and evolution helped shape the path of psychology from philosophy 

to a natural science 
• Philosophy of science: tries to understand how science works 
• The Newtonian style: small number of mathematical laws for observing 

regularities in naure 
 
Week 2: Socrates and Plato 
Pages 51-51 
Enlightenment and eudaemonia (Happiness): Socrates 

• Only if one thinks about why they are doing things can they think about doing 
it differently/better 

• Socrates was the first modern 
• Modernism (change) began with Socrates 
• Clouded the minds of the young with altruistic morality 
• On a question for the nature of true virtue and goodness 
• Aporia: enlightened ignorance 
• Plato and Aristotle extended Socrates research, creating the field of 

epistemology – the search for truth 
• Elenchus: Socrates method which was a special kind of dialogue 
• Socrates was known as a midwife to knowledge  

o He believed every one had moral truth 
o His aim was to bring it out of them by questions 

• Assumed knowledge of virtue was innately within us 
• Kind of psychotherapy 

o We have learned false beliefs that make us ill, yet we possess hidden 
and liberating truths that can be found through dialogue with a 
personal guide 

• An action cannot be truly virtuous without knowledge of why it occurred 
• Socrates required that knowledge be an explicitly stated and defended theory 

o This theory was taken on by Plato and became the standard goal of 
Western philosophy 

o Separated itself from  
§ Dogmatic religions 

• Islam 
• China 

§ Those that value intuition rather than logic 
• Buddhism 
• Western romanticism 



• Socrates raised important questions about motivation 
• Why people do right 

o Socrates believed the goal of life was eudemonia and virtue would 
guarantee it 

o Knowledge of good (not good will or a virtuous character) was all that 
was needed to effect good behaviour 

• Why people do wrong 
o If virtue and happiness are the same, bad behaviour becomes difficult 

to explain 
o He suggested people behave wrongly only when they are ignorant of 

the good or of the bad consequences 
o People intuitively know what virtue is but false beliefs acquired from 

upbringing mask this knowledge and lead them to do wrong 
 
Pages 61-64 
Plato’s teachings 

• Learning as remembering: knowledge is within us 
o Adopted the idea of reincarnation 

§ Start in heaven, live on earth, judged on how virtuous our life 
was and therefore go to heaven or hell where we are returned to 
the earth in a form that represents our past life 

§ Bad people can however refind their knowledge of the forms 
for it lies within us  

• Nativism vs empiricism/nature vs nurture 
o Plato argues for nativism – our character is innate 
o Learning is simply recollecting to the consciousness what we already 

know but of which we have become ignorant 
• Motivation: why do we act as we do? 

o Accepted that happiness are virtue are connected and that all people 
seek happiness 

o Rejected idea that wrong deeds are the result of ignorance alone 
o Plato divided the citisense into three classes 

§ Elite guardians: by virtue of innate greatness of the soul 
§ Auxiliaries: people who aid the guardians 
§ The citizens: least inherently virtuous 

o Plato believes we have all three souls and class membership is 
determined by which soul rules 

§ Rational soul: highest form, only immortal soul, located in the 
head 

§ Spirited soul: located in the chest, motivated by glory and fame 
§ Desiring soul: located in the belly and genitals, irrational 

wants: food, money and sex, self-interest 
• Plato depicts human personality as a chariot pulled by two horses  

o Spirited soul 
o Desiring soul 

§ The charioteer is the rational soul which should master the 
horses and drive them towards good 

§ Thus bad behaviour stems from insufficient mastery of the 
rational over the spirited and desiring soul 

	  


